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Razor CX 2.4G
Heli expert Nigel Cartwright puts this
larger-than-your-average ‘co-axial’
beginner’s model through its paces

E

very now and then a model heli comes along which
makes you stop and look twice. It might be a very
small (or large!) model, or some carbon 3-D masterpiece. But the Century UK Razor CX stopped me in
my tracks when I saw it; it’s a fairly conventional coaxial indoor model, the main difference being… it’s big!
The recent trend towards smaller models hasn’t passed Century
UK by, the tiny Nano Neon co-axial proves that point, but
Century have always gone their own way with the design of their
models, which makes the Razor CX a welcome change. Imagine
taking a 450-size model and adding a co-axial rotor system. The
bigger size model combined with the inherent stability of the coaxial rotor system should give us a really stable flyer, especially
outside.
The Razor CX comes well packaged…!

Straight Out of the Box
If you want a model that’s ready to fly, then you can’t go wrong
with Century UK’s models. The Razor CX comes completely
assembled and ready to go, packaged in a vac-formed blister
tray so that the model can’t be damaged in transit. Everything
you need is in the box, the model, 2.4 GHz transmitter, flight battery and charger, and a colour illustrated manual – the only thing
you will need is a pack of AA batteries for the transmitter. The
flight battery is a 3-cell 1500 mAh Lithium Polymer pack, which
comes fitted with a balancing lead. The balance lead is used to
charge and balance the pack, an LED indicating when it’s full.
The charger is a neat little unit and comes with a mains 240 V
power supply.

Century UK supply a 3S 1500 mAh LiPo battery and a balancing
charger

A Peak Inside
The Razor CX has a real ‘450’ heli style to it, but the mechanics
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pRODUCt REviEW
While the transmitter
may be simple, the sticks
have a smooth feel

ABOVE: The top rotor head and flybar mounting…
ABOVE LEFT: A view of the chassis with the canopy
off; the dual speed controllers are strapped to the
side of the chassis
LEFT: And the other side – it’s a tidy layout

are different, so it’s off with the moulded plastic canopy for a peak
inside. The Razor CX follows the usual co-axial layout, just that
everything is that much bigger! The chassis is made from 1 mm
G10 composite, the side frames might be thin, but the whole
chassis feels very stiff. The frames are spaced apart with a pair of
hefty aluminium motor mounts, a huge pair of aluminium main
shaft bearing mounts, and an assortment of plastic frames. The
twin 380-size brushed motors are mounted fore and aft of the
main shaft, each motor powering one of the rotors. As usual, one
motor drives the lower rotor via a tube shaft, the other motor
drives the upper rotor head via a solid shaft, which runs through
the tube.
The two rotor heads and the swashplate are all aluminium, very
well machined and finished in clear anodize, only the swash driver
is plastic. It’s unusual to find so much metalwork on a co-axial,
but at this size the weight isn’t really an issue. Each rotor head
has the moulded blades mounted loosely between metal blade
grips – the blades are thin and quite flexible, so they should stand
up to some abuse. Topping off the upper head is a 2 mm flybar,
with rubber-protected weights on the ends. All of the whirling bits
have an air of quality about them, everything moves very smoothly with no sign of play or ‘sticktion’!
Moving down to the tail, the boom is an 8 mm aluminium tube,
which ends in a 100 mm three-blade ‘false’ tail rotor. Here’s
another surprise, this isn’t just left to spin in the wind, it has a tiny
motor to drive it, fed via a pair of thin wires from the front main
motor. It doesn’t do anything in flight, but the Razor certainly
looks better with spinning tail blades! A G10 fin and tailplane, and
a pair of boom braces complete the ‘heli’ look.
The quality of all the machining and finishing is top notch, of a
quality you tend to see on much more expensive models. For
example, all of the screws that attach the side frames together
have machined washers under them, and take the motor suppressors – instead of the usual couple of capacitors soldered roughly
to the motor cans. The suppressors are surface mount chips, soldered to printed circuit boards on the backs of the motors.

'EXTENT', increases the servo throw for more spirited outdoor flying – it's set 'low' out of the box, ideal for the beginner. Motive
power comes from the 1500 mAh 3S LiPo, which slides into a
moulded cage in the front of the chassis. It’s a bit of a fiddle to
get it through the trapdoor in the chassis base, but once in, it isn’t
going anywhere!
test Flight
With the battery charged using the included balancing charger, it
was time to do some flying, stopping off at the scales on the way.
The Razor CX tipped them at 642 g, lighter than a similar size 450
…and the bottom rotor
head; note the quality
of the machining

2.4 GHz Radio included
Virtually all of Century UK models now come with 2.4 GHz radio
and the Razor CX is no exception. The model comes ready bound
to the transmitter, just needing the eight AA batteries fitting. The
transmitter is quite simple, and the sticks have a nice smooth feel
to them. The combined receiver/mixer/gyro unit is fitted to the
front of the chassis, and drives a twin speed controller unit
strapped to the side of the chassis, as well as the two 9 g servos
that move the swashplate. There are two adjustment pots on the
receiver unit, one for the gyro sensitivity, and the other, called
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Razor CX 2.4G
increase the servo throws. Adjust a tiny amount at a time, to suit
your fingers and flying conditions.
The best environment for flying the Razor CX is either a larger
indoor space, or outdoors in calm conditions. I had great fun pottering round the garden, flying sedate circuits and just generally
hovering around. The LiPo is good for around 10-minutes of flying, and takes around 50-minutes to charge. The 2.4 GHz radio
has proven to be faultless, no issues at all.

ABOVE: The tail rotor is driven
for effect!
LEFT: Top view of the chassis
BELOW: The Razor is fine
outside in calm conditions

model, but heavier than the
smaller co-axials. The CX is really
too large for lounge flying, so it
was out onto the patio for a quick
hop to check the trims. It was
pretty much flat calm outside,
just the job for my son Ben to
snap some pictures. The model is
incredibly stable, let go of the
sticks in the hover and it’ll just sit
there…! Tail control relies on the
torque effect of slowing one
motor down and speeding up the
other slightly, and so can be a bit
on the slow side due to lag in the
motor speeds. The Razor’s tail is
quite crisp, not particularly fast,
so just the job for a beginner.
One doesn’t need to worry too
much about tail control anyway,
as the gyro keeps the model
pointing where it should.
All co-axial model helis show a
reluctance to speed into forward
flight, and the Razor CX is no different. Push in forward cyclic and
the model moves away from the hover, and then wants to pitch
up slightly and stop. The secret is to keep prodding the cyclic forward, and add a touch of power too; this seems to keep the
momentum up. Stop doing anything, and the Razor just lurches to
a stop! If you do take it outdoors, anything more than a light
breeze will find you pushing harder and harder into wind to stop it
from being blown backwards, so at this point, and as confidence
grows, you can now adjust the 'EXTENT' pot on the receiver to
Off around
the garden!

Summing Up
Its inherent stability and benign handling make it an ideal model
for the beginner, and while it probably hasn’t got the ‘bounce’ of
the micro co-axials, it’s a really tough model. If the worst does
happen, Century UK spares are really low cost and widely available from model shops, as well as Century UK themselves.
The Razor CX 2.4G is available from all Century UK stockists, or
from Century UK. RCMW

SPECIFICATION
Name: Razor CX 2.4G (Yellow, Red, Green or Gold) (1-RAZCX)
Manufactured: for Century UK Ltd
Distributor:
CenturyUK
Price UK:
£149.99
Model Type:
Contra-rotating Sports Helicopter
Motors:
Two 380SH brushed
Gyro:
Built-in
Battery:
3S 1500 mAh LiPo
Transmitter:
CUK-2401
Construction:
RTF; composite
SPEC
R/C FUNCTIONS
Main Rotor Dia: 480 mm
1:
Ailerons
Overall Length: 600 mm
2:
Elevator
Weight: 640 g (with batt)
3:
Throttle (ESC)
4:

Rudder (optional)
Contact
Century UK
www.centuryUK.com
01795 437056
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